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# There are a number of plants around us.
# Plants are living things.
PARTS OF A PLANT:

Plants need soil,water, minerals, sunlight and air to grow.
KINDS OF PLANT:
TREES:
These are strong and tall. They stand erect.
Example :Coconut tree, mango tree, neem tree, banyan
tree, palm tree

SHRUBS:
They are not as strong as trees. They look like bushy.
Example: Rose, tulsi, cotton, shoe flower plant are shrubs.

HERBS:
These are short and have weak and thin stem.
Example: Grass, mint, tomato, paddy and sunflower

CLIMBERS:
They can not stand. They climb around a support.
Example:Bean, grapevine, money plant, pea are climbers.

CREEPERS:
Some herbs with weak stems run along the ground.

Example:Pumpkin, water melon, cucumber

CAREOF PLANTS
We must take care of plants and trees around us.
1. Water the plants regularly.
2. Plant more trees.
3. Add manure to the soil regularly, so that plants stay
healthy.
We must not,
×Put indoor plants out in the sun for too long.
×Cut down trees.
×Step on flower beds while walking in a garden.
I.

FILL IN THE BLANKS:
1. Treesare big and tall plants.
2. Rose and jasmine areshrubs.
3. Plants which need support to stand erect are
calledclimbers.
4. Grass is aherb.
5. The pumpkin plant is a Creeper.

II.

TICK THE CORRECT WORD:
1. Ginger is aflower / stem.
2. Carrot is aroot / fruit.
3. Apple is afruit / leaf.
4. Spinach is a tree / leaf.
5. Rose is a branch / flower.

III.

IV.

MATCH THE FOLLOWING:
1. Spinach

-

tree

2. Money plant

-

climber

3. Coconut

-

creeper

4. Sun flower

-

shrub

5. Water melon

-

herb

ENCIRCLE THE ODD ONE OUT:
1. Mango tree, coconut tree, rose
2. Mint, coriander, banyan tree
3. Money plant, grapevine, pine tree
4. Cucumber, watermelon, tulsi
5. Shoe flower, sun flower, neem tree

V.

ANSWER THE FOLLOWING:
1. Write about parts of plants.
Leaf , stem, flower, fruit and root
2. Write about care of plants.
# Water the plant regularly
# Plant more trees
# Add manure to the soil regularly.
3. What is the need of plants?
Plants need soil, water, minerals, sunlight and
air to grow

